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1: Board of Regents | Samuel Merritt University
John Edward Swartzberg, M.D., F.A.C.P., is Clinical Professor of Health and Medical Science at the University of
California, Berkeley, and Clinical Professor of Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco. He also has a
private practice in internal medicine and infectious diseases.

He brings vast experience managing enterprise business risks and launching strategic, operational, and
regulatory risk management services that support organizational goals and objectives. Prior to joining Desade,
Mr. Adesanya is a California certified public accountant and a chartered global management accountant. He
also earned an executive leadership certificate from Harvard Business School. Barber has extensive experience
in managing nonprofits, and in planning and implementing fundraising campaigns. In addition to his work
with all UC campuses and their foundations, Mr. He is currently involved with UC Berkeley as a member of
four advisory boards, a visiting scholar at the Center for Studies in Higher Education since , and chair of the
Friends of the Bancroft Library. Her passion lies in helping organizations reinvent themselves in order to
connect with customers in new and meaningful ways. Since joining IDEO in , she has engaged in strategic
design projects spanning industries from financial services to manufacturing to consumer services.
Bell-Mayeda has extensive experience in strategy and business development, and in creating high-value
partnerships. He became president emeritus of the Association of Independent California Colleges and
Universities in , after serving 20 years as president and 16 years as vice president. Brown founded a consulting
firm specializing in university and nonprofit issues. An expert in higher education finance, Mr. Brown has
held leadership positions in several educational organizations including as chair of the National Association of
State College and University State Executives. Elizabeth Chaney, BA, is account executive and regional
director for JLL, a global commercial real estate investment and services firm. She assists institutional and
private sector owners to advance complicated development programs with multiple stakeholders. She has also
handled significant programs for the federal government, state of California, Fortune corporations, and leading
academic and health care institutions. A recognized leader in health care development, she also participates in
teaching at institutions such as Yale University and Stanford University. His professional work, as principal of
Sam Davis Architecture, has focused on affordable housing, housing for those with special needs, and
facilities for the homeless. Davis has received design awards from the American Institute of Architects AIA
and Progressive Architecture magazine, and has won several housing competitions. An AIA fellow, Mr. Since
starting her career with the institution as an instructor in , President Diaz has led Samuel Merritt University
through its transition from a hospital school of nursing to an accredited, nationally recognized health sciences
university with academic programs across five disciplines. Prior to joining Bridge Clinical, Dr. Nationally
recognized as a leader in the field of research and research ethics, he currently serves on the boards of Public
Responsibility in Medicine and Research and New York Blood Center. In , he completed a four-year term on
the U. Garrick also previously served as the board secretary of the American Psychiatric Association
Foundation and as board president of the American Medical Association Foundation. He joined Sutter Health
in as chief financial officer for the Peninsula Coastal Region, served as chief operating officer of
Mills-Peninsula Health Services from to , and in was promoted to president of the Sutter Peninsula Coastal
Region. Prior to joining Sutter Health, he worked for Deloitte Consulting, focusing on hospital merger
integration, and as an executive with Alta Bates and Davies Medical Centers. Harmon has extensive
experience in business development, physician recruitment and contracting, strategic planning, systems
development, and fiscal oversight. She led the development of the Alta Bates Summit Regional Stroke Center,
which received several specialty recognitions and awards. With more than 30 years of clinical and health care
executive leadership experience, Ms. He was a member of the board of directors of Tuition Plan Consortium,
LLC, a nonprofit company that offers the only nationwide pre-paid college savings plan, and volunteers
frequently for arts and other organizations. His research, publications, and presentations focused on the
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neuropsychological and psychosocial sequelae of traumatic brain injury, neuro-pharmacology, and care
management strategies to improve daily functioning after brain and spinal cord injuries. In addition to his
academic work, Dr. McLean has an extensive business background, including developing residential,
outpatient and home-based rehabilitation programs for persons with brain and spinal cord injuries. He was
senior vice president for Paradigm Health Corporation for over 20 years. He is also on the board of
Man2Man-Urban Youth Advocates, which provides mentoring, coaching and mental health support to help
African American young men from disenfranchised, underserved communities achieve their optimal potential.
He earned his doctorate in clinical psychology and psychophysiology at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. He retired in after 29 years with the UC system. Morrison served as deputy general counsel and
represented UC in the landmark Bakke case, which allowed consideration of race and ethnicity in college and
university admissions. Morrison earned his law degree at Stanford University. Her extensive background in
health care spans more than 30 years, beginning as a nurse caring for patients at the bedside and including
expertise in administration, strategic planning, and operations management. Prior to joining Sutter Health, Ms.
Currently a trustee of the California Hospital Association, Ms. Swartzberg also is the chair of the editorial
board of the UC Berkeley Wellness Letter, where he has directed coverage since His areas of professional
interest are medical education and health-care associated infections. Swartzberg, a fellow of the American
College of Physicians, earned his medical degree at the UCLA David Geffen School of Medicine, and
performed his residency training at the University of Colorado and his postdoctoral fellowship in infectious
diseases at Stanford University. She previously worked as head of banking group and senior vice president at
One PacificCoast Bank in Oakland and held several positions at Bank of America. In addition to her extensive
banking experience, Ms. Zuffi has a background in business and community development, and she served as a
Peace Corps volunteer in West Africa.
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2: Holdings : The UC Berkeley wellness self-care handbook : | York University Libraries
Get this from a library! The UC Berkeley wellness self-care handbook: the everyday guide to prevention & home
remedies.

Rather than giving you just quick news stories on the hot new health trends, our editors pride themselves on
extensively reviewing the best studies available and presenting the evidence on both sides of the news. Folic
acid, a B vitamin, prevents birth defects, but hopes about its anti-cancer and heart benefits have not panned
out. In fact, it may be a nutritional chameleon -- protective in some circumstances, dangerous in others. They
may even promote better vision. What about your tap water? The truth about lactose intolerance Kidney
stones: Why ginkgo biloba is NOT a miracle "brain booster" And discover fascinating articles like these: At
the Wellness Letter, we try to make the best recommendations possible. And as new facts emerge, we will
revise our position if necessary to make sure you get the latest in scientific thinking. As examples, you may
remember these headlines: Beware of wild claims packaged in scientific-sounding diet books. The diets may
or may not help you lose weight for a few months. But they will NOT reverse cancer, heart disease or multiple
sclerosis. A sensible "good-fat, good-carbohydrates" eating plan, however, will make a difference -- to looks
AND longevity. Studies flipflop between possible dangers and potential protection from statins. The worries
usually linger longer, amplified on Internet message boards and on websites promoting alternative cholesterol
"remedies. Rely on proper food handling and cooking practices to keep you safe. Know your options and
opportunities Month after month, we help you look at all your choices with mainstream medicine, alternative
therapies and preventive strategies. And benefit from no-nonsense facts like these: Taking low-dose aspirin to
protect your heart? Wondering which garlic supplement to buy? Several well-designed studies showed no
benefits from "garlic in a pill. Looking to lower your cholesterol? We rate the foods and supplements that can
definitely help. Take more control over your health Ask your doctor about these tests that could save your life
Colon cancer is the 2 cancer killer of Americans and Canadians. Unfortunately, too few people take advantage
of it. Be sure to talk with your doctor about the various tests -- and how often you need them. According to an
important study, you might benefit from being on cholesterol-lowering drugs even if your blood cholesterol
level is within the normal range and you have no risk factors for heart disease. Could these drugs help you
prevent a heart attack -- and even save your life? Of course we cover the latest medical research and the most
effective ways to prevent some chronic ailments. But we look at your whole life. What your body shape means
for your risk of heart disease, cancer, and even dementia Powerful advice that protects you and your family
The Wellness Letter translates even the most complex scientific findings into plain English. More women
should get a bone-density test What to do about moderate bone loss osteopenia Why too much vitamin A can
weaken bones. Acrylic nails contain an ingredient that can cause swelling, pain, and risk of fungal infections.
This is your direct link with one-on-one answers to questions like these: If you have diverticulosis should you
avoid seeds and nuts? The surprising answer is no -- if you follow this daily advice. Will avoiding nightshade
vegetables ease arthritis? No dietary regimen has ever been shown to alleviate or prevent arthritis. Will
chromium supplements bring down blood sugar levels in diabetics? Commonsense cures for Armchair
Wellness Each issue of the Wellness Letter is brimming with practical, money-saving tips you can put into
action today -- at home, during your walk, at your fitness class or in the grocery store. Pass up those
antibacterial soaps and "disinfectant" sponges. Choose the yogurt that eliminates sugary calories while
boosting the amount of calcium in each serving. Save money with canned vegetables and still keep nutrition
high. How to get the most nutrients from raw leafy greens -- and greatly reduce your risk of getting food
poisoning from them. Antioxidants -- beyond the hype. Countless food packages, dietary supplements, even
cosmetics boast about their antioxidants that are supposed to fight off chronic disease and help keep you
young. But recent research suggests that antioxidants can sometimes do more harm than good. No one knows
the long-term effects of high doses of phytoestrogens. We therefore recommend avoiding phytoestrogen
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supplements. But soy, in moderation, remains a good food. Your satisfaction is guaranteed: When you order
today with your credit card This amazing guide gives you a full year of tips from the Wellness Letter -- each
based on the best scientific studies and translated for your busy life: If you have frequent headaches, avoid
freshly baked yeast products and two other popular foods. Tip 20 Take these four quick steps to enjoy grilled
meats without worrying about cancercausing HCAs. Heavy use can damage the kidneys and liver. Tip After
using eye drops, keep your eyes closed for about 3 minutes. Otherwise, your eyelids will pump out the
medication. Tip To get the most from microwaving, be sure to do this.
3: Self-Care | Berkeley Law
the uc berkeley wellness self care handbook Download the uc berkeley wellness self care handbook or read online
books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get the uc berkeley wellness
self care handbook book now.

4: Mental Health Awareness & Wellness Week | Berkeley Law
The UC Berkeley wellness self-care handbook: the everyday guide to prevention & home remedies by John Edward
Swartzberg, Sheldon Margen starting at $ The UC Berkeley wellness self-care handbook: the everyday guide to
prevention & home remedies has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

5: Berkeley Wellness | Bookstore
The UC Berkeley wellness self-care handbook: the everyday guide to prevention & home remedies / by John Edward
Swartzberg, Sheldon Margen. RC 81 S SymptÃ´mes et maladies: encyclopÃ©die mÃ©dicale de la famille ; et les
rÃ¨gles pour vivre plus longtemps et rester toute sa vie en bonne santÃ© / Sigmund S. Miller ; assistÃ© de 20
spÃ©cialistes.

6: About Us | Berkeley Wellness
Get this from a library! The UC Berkeley wellness self-care handbook: the everyday guide to prevention & home
remedies. [John Edward Swartzberg; Sheldon Margen] -- Explains how to recognize, treat, and manage over everyday
health problems, listing symptoms, causes, and home remedies, and offering advice on when to call the doctor; and
includes tips and.

7: John Edward Swartzberg | LibraryThing
The University of California at Berkeley Wellness Self-Care Handbook: The Everyday Guide to Home Remedies, with
Sheldon Margen (Random House, ). Information about everyday health problems, drawing on the expertise of the
world-renowned School of Public Health at the University of California, Berkeley.

8: Berkeley Wellness | Berkeley Wellness Letter Subscribe Landing
Berkeley Wellness is one of the most trusted sources of evidence-based wellness information that gives a day-to-day
approach to a long and healthful life.

9: Berkeley Wellness | Berkeley Wellness
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John Balmes, MD, professor of environmental health sciences at the University of California, Berkeley, School of Public
Health, director of the UC Berkeley - UCSF Joint Medical Program and professor of medicine at the University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.
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